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Complex social structures, evolving characters and interaction with different places and objects can make
fictional stories a pleasant escape from reality. While there is multiple research available on how to evaluate
social networks in literature, there is, to my knowledge, none available, that identifies importance of characters,
objects and places occurring in literature. Algorithms such as pagerank and HITS were created to identify
importance (for pages) in a graph environment, but do not perform well (on average, based on different
input data) on literature, when the results are compared to human based importance rankings. In this paper
a method, inspired by the pagerank algorithm is proposed to enhance the performance on social networks
in literature. Together with a sentiment network it is possible to identify main characters and occurring
villains, importance of different characters, objects and places as well as to identify communities. Later
yielded reasonable results on some literature but showed problems on others, due to the form of literature
used. The literature this research is based on are five fairy tails by Wilhelm and Jacob Grimm, while the
computed results are validated against results, retrieved through a survey. The used methods are then tested
against The Wonderful Wizard of Oz. The proposed method shows, that it is possible to infer most of a readers
feelings and associations about characters, places and objects occurring in literature, through network based
analysis.
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1 Introduction

Complex social structures, evolving characters and in-
teraction with different places and objects can make
fictional stories a pleasant escape from reality. Over
centuries fictional networks have fascinated all kind
of readers. Social Network analysis is a broad topic,
often applied to understand connections between mul-
tiple individuals, predict the flow of information or as
a tool for market research [1, 2, 3]. The fairy tails, col-
lected by Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm have been part
of most peoples childhood, being it either the written
stories or the Disney versions [4, 5]. While it is easy
for a reader to identify important characters and the
most important objects occurring, it is not intuitive
for a computer. There is already multiple research
available on how to investigate social networks in liter-
ature, but there is no research, to my knowledge, that
includes objects and places in these created networks.
Especially in fairy tails an object can be as important
as a character (e.g. the looking glass in snow white,
the tower in Rapunzel or the birds in Cinderella). How
to infer object and place importance from literature,
through character interaction is investigated, follow-
ing the hypothesis that an objected, that experiences
main character interaction, has a higher importance
than a more frequently mentioned object, interacting
with a less important character. Further it is pro-
posed to attach a sentiment value to each occurring
character, object and place (ref. [6]), to identify over-
all character feeling and a reader’s sentiment value as-
sociation with occurring places and objects. These
results can be used in future to study what influence
certain events or actions, occurring in literature, have
towards a reader’s feelings towards characters, objects
and places. Further it is investigate if the identifica-
tion of the main character, the villain, possible future
story lines and existing communities, is possible.
The proposed methods are tested against five fairy
tails (Mother Holle, Rumpelstilskin, Rapunzel, Snow-
White and Cinderella) by Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm,
retrieved from [7] and validated against ”The Wonder-
ful Wizard of Oz (WW)” [8]. WW was chosen due to
its bigger data size, while being a similar genre as the
previous five stories.
The developed method to identify importance will be
evaluated against a Degree Centrality1 based ranking.
The project’s main focus is to infer object and place
importance through character importance. Natural

Language Processing (NLP)2 is out of scope for this
project, therefore manual data pre-processing is nec-
essary3(ref. [11]), but can be replaced with text pro-
cessing methods in the future4.

2 Related Work

There is multiple research available on how to extract
social networks from texts and how to analyze them
[11, 6, 12, 13]. [6] extracts sentiment networks from
Shakespeare using the AFINN [14] word list, show-
ing that it is possible to identify character relation-
ships. [11] investigates social networks in 19th century
British literature, in order to investigate if computed
structures correspond to known characterizations. [12]
proposes a method to construct signed networks, in or-
der to represent positive and negative interactions and
[15] models dynamic relationships between characters.

3 Methods

For each story multiple social graphs were con-
structed5, the method leading to the best results (ref.
table 1) creates a directed edge between each character
and object/place, when occurring in the same para-
graph6. For characters occurring in the same para-
graph bidirectional edges are created. Each edge’s as-
sociated weight corresponds to the amount this par-
ticular connection occurs and can be used to identify
strong and week ties, such a graph is displayed in im-
age 3.
In order to infer object and place importance from
character importance, a pagerank [16] inspired algo-
rithm, were a character’s initial importance score is
calculated based on its occurrence in the story7, is
applied to the previous described network. For each
character its value is divided by its outgoing edges,
were each edge is counted as its associated weight
(corresponding to the number of interactions). This
process is displayed in equation 1. The resulting im-
portance value is submitted along each edge, were the
calculated fraction is multiplied by the edge weight
(ref. equation 2). All incoming importance values are
added up and added to the initial importance values8

(ref. equation 3). An example of the algorithm ap-
plied to a small network is displayed in figure 1. This
approach was chosen instead of the original pagerank

1measurement of centrality in a graph
2NLP methods have been tested out, but due to the writing style existing libraries and methods can not be applied successfully

(e.g. nltk[9] and spacy[10]). This results from the way NLP tools identify ”names” or what libraries they use (capital letters for
names: in fairy tails often father, king, maiden, prince are used to identify characters; places: tested against word list of existing
places)

3to identify multiple names used for the same character, differentiating between ’she’s and ’he’s (resulting from the way the
sources are written and their small size, were the main character is often only referred to as ”she”. These modifications are not
applied to WW (due to its larger text size and clearer character identification, text modification is not needed).

4some degree of manual pre-processing will still be necessary (ref. [11])
5other methods constructed undirected Graphs or Graphs with no character-character interaction, based on the same rules as

described below
6a sentence wise construction evaluated as unfeasible
7setting all graph nodes to the same initial importance value, yielded slightly worse results
8for characters their number of occurrences, for objects and places 0
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algorithm due to trying to capture real world interac-
tion, were a character is not loosing value for inter-
acting with an object or place. Also the approach
of directed edges form a character to an object or
a place was chosen for the same reason, while there
are bidirectional edges between characters to simulate
real world interaction between them (ref. figure 3).
The yielded results are validated by values, created
through a survey9 (ref. section 6.2) and compared
against results yielded by Degree Centrality.

imp(fraction) =
imp(node)∑N

n=1 edge
(n) ∗ weight(edge)(n)

(1)

imp(out) = imp(fraction) ∗ edge(weight) (2)

imp(new) = imp(node) +

D∑
d=1

imp(in)
(d)

(3)

Figure 1: Small Example of Importance Calculation
Algorithm

In order to calculate a sentiment value for each node,
a sentiment value is calculated for each paragraph
with the help of the AFINN [14] word list, which was
slightly modified to include past tenses of words, which
were associated with the same sentiment value as their
present counterpart. The values for each word in each
paragraph were summed up and averaged. This value
was then associated with an edge, describing the con-
nections in a certain paragraph, as described before. A
sentiment value for each node was then calculated by
summing up all incoming edge weights. A value above
0.5 indicates a positive, a value below -0.5 a negative
and values in between a neutral overall character feel-
ing or a reader’s association with an object or a place.
This process is displayed in figure 2. These values were

again evaluated through the conducted survey. The
constructed sentiment network is displayed in figure
4.

Figure 2: Small Example of Sentiment Calculation Al-
gorithm

Both methods were merged in order to identify the
main characters and the corresponding villains. Char-
acters were sorted after importance (high to low) and
the first half are returned as possible main charac-
ters10, with decreasing probability. To identify vil-
lains the same method is applied to the characters,
sorted after sentiment values (most negative value
first), while the character identified with the high-
est probability is not allowed to be the villain. This
method makes use of the way classical fairy tails are
build, with the main character (highest importance
value) normally being a good person and villains of-
ten experiencing ’bad’ feelings and therefore should
have a lower sentiment rank.
To investigate if it is possible to divide the create social
networks into communities, with an associated mean-
ing, different clustering and community algorithms
were applied to the created Graph, which was con-
verted into an undircted Graph. Applied commu-
nity detection algorithms are Louvain Modularity11

based [17] networkx K-clique method12 [18], networkx
Fluid-Algorithm implementation13 [19], a GirvanNew-
man based approach [19] and a Clauset-Newman-
Moore greedy modularity maximization14 based ap-
proach [20].
Additional it was investigated, if it is possible to pre-
dict future story lines, by computing open triades15.
For this the text input was split in half16 and open
triads17 were calculated18.

9based on 6 individuals ranking characters, objects and places for each fairy tail and adding sentiment values to each
10amount to be returned, may have to be adapted depending on the input text style and size
11optimizes modularity
12”Find k-clique communities in graph using the percolation method”[18], with k = 2
13for two and three communities
14”Greedy modularity maximization begins with each node in its own community and joins the pair of communities that most

increases modularity until no such pair exists” [20]
15assuming when characters have mutual ”friends”, visit the same place or interact with the same object they can possible meet

in the future
16in order to verify the results, but the method can also be applied to the full text, to predict possible future story lines
17with at least one character node
18a version only using strong connections did not yield useful results for the used literature, but could give good results for

other kind of networks or literature, especially for input texts of larger size
19verified by the survey
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4 Results

For all five fairy tails, the most important character19

could be identified, in three out of five cases the most
important places and objects could be identified20. In
all cases the main character21 and villain22 could be
identified. In comparison to Degree Centrality based
ranking, rankings were similar, while the proposed
method is slightly more similar to the results yielded
by the survey23. The proposed method also yields
more accurate predictions in comparison to the page
rank and HITS algorithm. Some results are presented
in section 6.
The computed sentiment values24 yield diverse results,
while on some texts the computed values are similar
to the values yielded by the survey (ref. table 1), in
others25 the results were mostly different. Here it has
to be taken into account that sentiment values are per-
sonal26 and due to the small amount of individuals in-
terviewed, the results can only be seen as a broad mea-
surement. Also do human readers form different opin-
ions about a character than a computer does. Does
a main character experiences mostly negative feelings
during the story (e.g. Rapunzel), the algorithm scores
it a negative value, while a reader still experiences the
character as positive, due to being the main character.
The different community detection algorithms, yielded
different results for all fairy tails27. While some parti-
tions yielded good results28 it is not possible to iden-
tify a method, besides a Girvan-Newman algorithm
based method, that computes reasonable results for
all provided texts, though identified communities can
be accounted for in most cases. Community detection
based on the Girvan-Newman algorithm, identifies for
all stories one big community and one separate node
(ref. figure 5), such a result was to be expected, based
on the provided literature. The provided fairy tails
are concentrated around one main character, who in-
teracts with (nearly) all other occurring characters/
objects/ places (which often do not interact with each
other) and therefore one fairy tail mainly represents
one community instead of multiple.Therefore Girvan-
Newman could be seen as a sensible community detec-
tion method for fairy tails.
When computing open triads after half of the provided
story, future connections (story lines) could be identi-

fied, while also multiple non occurring story lines could
be identified29. This method can be enhanced through
the use of NLP tools, in order to identify impossible
connections (e.g. such as with dead characters), also
only using open triads with at least one strong con-
nection30 could enhance the method for other types of
texts31.
Applying the different methods to WW, yielded simi-
lar results and again main characters and villains could
be identified. Additional features, results and graphs
can be accessed in the provided supplementary mate-
rials.

5 Conclusion

It has been shown that the proposed method is in most
cases able to identify similar feelings and assumptions
about characters, places and objects as formed by hu-
man readers. The method only has been tested on
six literary texts, which were all from the same genre
and therefore should be tested on a broader variety in
future. The research showed that it is possible to com-
pute a broad overall sentiment, while an exact estima-
tion, in comparison to human feelings is not possible.
This method could be improved by using another word
list, created for literature or fairy tails32. While it was
possible to identify communities for all applied texts,
it was not possible to identify a method, yielding sen-
sible results for all inputs (expect of a Girvan-Newman
based approach). It is assumed that these results are
mostly influenced by the story form and the underly-
ing social networks 33 and the methods are probably
more suitable for larger networks than provided here.
A one community clustering is yielded for all inputs by
a Girvan-Newman [21] based approach, while always
one node is separated from the others.
Even though a high demand of textual pre-processing
is necessary, due to a lack of suitable NLP methods34,
it was possible to verify the hypothesis that objects
and places, experiencing main character interaction,
have higher importance than objects/ places experi-
encing interaction with less important characters, as
well as to compute these importance ranks and charac-
ter associated feelings as experienced by human read-
ers.

20in all five the most important places and objects were under the top most objects/ places
21highest probability for characters, identified by the survey
22highest probability for 4 out of 5 and in one case second highest probability
23it is to note that the surveyed results can only be taken as a broad measurement due to the small size of participants and

individual ”feelings” about each text
24only considering positive, negative or mutual sentiment values
25e.g. Rapunzel
26when evaluating the survey results all scores differed from person to person
27in most cases it is possible to explain the separation in a reasonable way, based on the story
28e.g. Louvain Modularity for Rapunzel
29e.g. connections with dead characters
30it is more likely that two nodes, connected through a third one, with at least one strong connection will interact in future
31due to the small text size results computed with only strong connections were poorly, since most edges have the same weight
32AFINN was created for internet platforms/ chat rooms and therefor yields some results not reasonable in this context (e.g.

the cock in Mother Holle, is attached with the lowest score possible due to different meanings of the word
33mostly only one community exists
34computation and results can be improved by suitable NLP methods
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6 Appendix

6.1 Survey

The survey was conducted in such a way, that six individuals were asked to rank occurring characters/ objects
and places separately after their importance (starting from 1 as most important) for all five fairy tails. It was
allowed to attache the same values to multiple characters/objects/places. They were also asked to attache
a sentiment value to all nodes (ranging from -5 (worst) to +5 (most positive)), this value should reflect a
character’s feelings and the reader’s feelings for objects and places.
All results were averaged and nodes were ranked after the averaged values. This ranking is the base for
comparison with the computed results. For main character and villain identification a likelihood was calculated
and the character with the highest possibility was chosen. The sentiment values were averaged, and clustered
in positive (above 0.5), negative (below 0.5) and neutral (between -0.5 and +0.5) associations. Additional each
individual was asked to identify main characters and the villains, again multiple sections were allowed.
During survey evaluation it was notable that ranking, sentiment values and even main and villain identification,
differed to a certain extend between each individual, confirming that sentiments and even literature perception
are individual. Table 1 displays the evaluation of the computed results of Mother Holle against the survey
results and table 2 displays the results for Rapunzel35.

6.2 Results

Type Node Rank
Calcu-
lated

Rank Survey Degree
Cen-
trality

Page
Rank

HITS
Au-
thori-
ties

Sentiment
Calcu-
lated

Sentiment
Survey

Character Queen 1 1 1 1 2 + 0
Rumpelstil-
stskin

2 1 2 2 3 - -

king 3 3 3 3 1 + +
Miller 5 4 4 4 5 + -
messenger 4 5 4 5 4 0 +

Object child 3 1 5 5 5 0 +
spinning
wheel

4 2 4 4 3 - 0

straw 1 3 1 1 1 - -
gold 1 3 1 1 1 - +
ring 5 5 3 3 3 - +
necklace 6 6 6 6 6 0 +

Place rooms 1 1 2 3 1 - -
rumpel-
stistiltskin’s
house

2 2 1 1 3 0 0

castle 3 3 3 2 2 + +
similarity
(error)

24 9 8 -10 22

Table 1: Importance Based Ranking Results and Sentiment Estimation for Rumpelstiltskin

Importance is ranked from 1 downwards, 1 being the most important node. Blue colored nodes, where identified
as the main character (only first one), while red indicates identified villains (only first possibility). Sentiment
values are denoted in either positive feelings (+), negative feelings (-) or neutral feelings (0). The similarity
score (error) is calculated by scoring same ranking value or sentiment score +536 and for mismatches scoring
-(the difference)37, for sentiment +/- difference is scored -2 and +/0 & -/0 difference is scored -1. A higher
score indicates a higher similarity. The proposed method performed better than degree centrality for all fairy
tails, except Mother Holle.

35additional results can be requested from the author
36to give match a higher importance than a small mismatch
37to penalize small differences less than high differences
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Type Node Rank
Calcu-
lated

Rank Survey Degree
Cen-
trality

Page
Rank

HITS
Au-
thori-
ties

Sentiment
Calculated

Sentiment
Survey

Character Rapunzel 1 1 1 1 2 - +
Father 4 4 3 3 1 - 0
Mother 5 4 5 4 4 - -
Prince 3 3 4 5 5 - +
Enchantress 2 2 2 2 3 - -

Object Rampion 1 1 1 1 1 - -
Hair 2 1 2 2 2 - +

Place Garden 3 3 2 1 2 - -
Tower 1 1 4 4 4 + -
Forest 2 4 5 5 5 + -
Desert 4 2 1 2 1 - -
Prince’s
Kingdom

5 5 3 3 3 - +

similarity
(error)

40 9 14 0 11

Table 2: Importance Based Ranking Results and Sentiment Estimation for Rapunzel

6.3 Networks

Figure 3 displays two constructed importance graphs, were node color represents node class (red: character,
yellow: object, green: place) and edge weights represent number of occurring connections (strong and weak
ties) 38.

(a) Importance Graph Mother Holle (b) Importance Graph Rapunzel

Figure 3: Computed Importance Graphs for Mother Holle and Rapunzel

Figure 4 displays the constructed sentiment graphs for Mother Holle and Rumpelstilskin, edge and node color
represent sentiment value (red: negative, blue/yellow:neutral, green: positive).
Figure 5 displays different community detection results on the fairy tails.
All additional graphs and results can be found in the supplementary materials.

38based on occurrence in the same paragraph
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(a) Sentiment Graph Mother Holle (b) Sentiment Graph Rumpelstilskin

Figure 4: Computed Sentiment Graphs for Mother Holle and Rumpelstiltskin

(a) Rumpelstilskin: Girvan-Newman (b) Snow White: Louvain Modularity

Figure 5: Example Results for Community Detection
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